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Club Committee for 2020
Our club held its most recent committee meeting this year on March 16. Meetings are
held every sixth Monday or so, at 7:30 pm at Association House 132 Rose Tce,
Wayville. New committee members required! Please let Secretary Rachael know if you
are attending if not a committee member, or an apology if you are on the committee:
upton.rachael@gmail.com
Club office bearers for this year are as follows:
President – Tyson Hillyard
Vice-President – Jenny Casanova
Secretary – Rachael Upton upton.rachael@gmail.com
Treasurer – Michael Westover and Lexie Ashforth
Map Archivist – Tyson Hillyard
Technical Officer – Jenny Casanova
Eventor Officer – Tyson Hillyard
OSA Council Reps – Jenny Casanova and Tyson Hillyard
Club Contact – Tyson Hillyard tyson.hillyard@gmail.com 0408 089 534
Newsletter Editor – Peter Kreminski pvk@internode.on.net 0414 810 058
Website Manager – Mark Overton
Other Committee Members – Peter Cutten, Frank Tomas, Tony Roberts

FOR UPCOMING
WALLARINGA CLUB
EVENTS SEE PAGE 4
CANCELLATIONS
SEE PAGE 12

If you have the time please consider becoming a committee member, as any input would be greatly
appreciated. It is not onerous and you would be warmly welcomed. Of course any club member can
attend a committee meeting if they wish – we meet every six to eight weeks. Please contact any
Committee member as to the exact time and venue.

Newsletter Content
Readers are urged to send contributions to Peter Kreminski pvk@internode.on.net. Unless stated
otherwise, all content is authored by Peter Kreminski.
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Overseas News - NZ
Your editor spent a pleasant week in February in the Land of the Long White Cloud and, as in the
previous two years, was able to participate in a low-key Wednesday evening event run by the
Hawke’s Bay Orienteering Club.
As in 2018 and 2019, it was in sprint format, held in the grounds of a school. The weather was
warm and humid, and the organisation immaculate. This allowed all 184 participants (about 100
school children in a School Selection Trial, and the rest club members) to start in under an hour.
Three versions of a hard course and two easy courses were on offer; all maps were on waterproof
paper and people self-registered on three club iPads after paying their $6 entry fee. Results were
instantly available on hanging screens and appeared on the net within four hours.
Impressive also was the casual yet efficient atmosphere of enjoyment shown by all participants
and organisers. This was exemplified by a rusty two ton truck, complete with wire coat-hanger
antenna, rattling into the parking area. Out jumped the driver – a girl looking no more than 14 who
did her run then roared off back to the farm (presumably to help milk the cows) all within the space
of 30 minutes. Later I learnt that she is one of the best junior orienteers in NZ.

Hawke’s Bay orienteers lining up to enter for their run

2020 SA Sprint Championships – March 1
Fourteen club members competed in this event and we
were particularly well represented in the W35A, M35A
and M75A categories and scored 1, 2 and 3 in W35A
(Jenny Casanova, Fern Hillyard, Sarah Gilbert); 1 and 2
in M35A (Tyson Hillyard, Michael Westover) and 1, 2,
and 4 in M75A (Peter Kreminski, Peter Cutten, Frank
Tomas). The most spectacular result however was
Mark Overton’s first place in M55A against a strong
field. Congratulations to Mark and also to partner
Meredith Rasch for her second place in W55A.
Photo shows Wallaringa’s M75 contingent
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Some of the younger Wallaringans at the 2020 SA Orienteering Sprint Champs
From left: Co-club Treasurer Michael Westover, Club vice-President Jenny Casanova (in pink shirt), Club Secretary
Rachael Upton (striped top), co-club Treasurer Lexie Ashforth, Fern Hillyard, and President Tyson Hillyard.

Club Training / Social Event
Our club held this informal event at Belair on Sunday, March 15.
Sixteen club members, young and old enjoyed Frank Tomas’ three courses in perfect weather,
prior to the younger contingent adjourning to the Sheoak cafe for a delightful brunch.
Pictured are some of the participants of the day.
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Wallaringa T shirts
These are available through Jenny Casanova and are unique in their styling, especially the ¾ sleeve
style. They are worth having, and not just for orienteering events.
Men’s/women’s ¾ sleeve with blue trim
Unisex t-shirt with orange trim
The ¾ sleeve are $35 and the unisex T-shirt are $30.
Jenny.Casanova@sa.gov.au

Information for event Course Planners and Organisers
Orienteering South Australia has comprehensive information freely available for orienteering
course planners and organisers. Please go to the following website (which is within the overall OSA
site) to avail yourself of it:
https://www.sa.orienteering.asn.au/about-us/event-management

Remaining 2020 Wallaringa Events
Wallaringa is hosting five races on the Orienteering SA Calendar this year (if orienteering resumes
after the Queen’s Birthday weekend). We are seeking volunteers for Course Setters and Organisers
for the following events. Don't worry if you think you are not experienced enough to help, your
club's committee has a wealth of knowledge and more than willing to guide you. We're even
working on some handbooks to help you out.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mitchell Park - Minor Event -21/06/2020
Moon Rocks - Minor Event - 02/08/2020
Narrinyeri Hills - SA Long Distance Championships - 13/09/2020
Mt Crawford Goldfields - SA Mountain Bike Orienteering Championships 18/10/2020

Please consider taking on one of the leadership roles for these events - either course setter or
organiser and respond to myself (tyson.hillyard@gmail.com 0408 089 534) or Rachael Upton
(upton.rachael@gmail.com).
Tyson Hillyard, Club President

‘SA Orienteer’ Online
Remember that our state newsletter, the South Australian Orienteer, is now published on line and
available on https://www.sa.orienteering.asn.au/about-us/news/sa-orienteer .
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Big 5 O
Mark Overton, Meredith Rasch and Jessica Jarvis journeyed to South Africa earlier this year
for some very exciting orienteering. This is what Mark wrote:
South Africa turned out to be an absolute wonderful place to visit, especially with the
excuse of doing the Big 5 O (the Big 5 are Lion, Leopard, Elephant, Buffalo and
Rhinoceros) which is South Africa’s fifth international five-day orienteering competition
held every 2 years.

A total of 260 competitors from 21 countries turned up in Graskop, an old historical
trade post and gold mining village famous for its picturesque mountains and forested
landscapes. Located at an altitude of 1400mabove sea level, it is on the touristic
‘Panorama Route’ that follows the Drakensberg Escarpment. The town is only 45
minutes from the Kruger National Park and was a wonderful event centre overlooking
the lowveld.

Figure 1 View from Graskop over the infinity pool

During the five days, the event also hosted two World Ranking Events for the Elite
categories and could be considered the European winter playground for Orienteers.
Some of the elites were heading to Dullstroom high altitude training camp afterwards,
whilst we went to the Kruger! The Big 5 O is a very friendly and social competition
with a pub quiz (sadly, the combined Australian, Swiss and German team didn’t do so
well at this), New Year’s Eve dinner (a game potjiekos accompanied by thundering
rain),a park run (for those who had the energy) and a final dinner(which included a
night-time guided viewing lift and gorge walk experience down to the lowveld below).
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Day 1 was Paradise Berg and the first opportunity to work out how to use the EMIT
system which was so clunky and slow in comparison to the SI system but a lot cheaper
for the South African Orienteering clubs which suffer from a lack of members and
income.
To quote the event information “Paradise Berg is a very large boulder field on gently
sloping terrain. Dense vegetation is almost non-existent as short grassland
predominates. The density of rocks and stony ground will determine running speed.
Areas of the map will be extremely intricate and navigation very testing, particularly
amongst some of the rock pillar formations.”

Figure 2 Paradise Berg Start and Finish

The blurb did not mention the tussocky grassland which was extremely hard to run
through without going flying onto your face and we all agreed that the navigation was
testing!

Figure 3 Paradise Berg
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Figure 4 Wallaringan

Day 2 was Waterval North which is part of a Forestry plantation adjacent to the
Waterval Spruit which flows over flat bare rock towards the Berlin Falls. To quote the
event information “The terrain is mature open pine forest plantation with very good
runnability. Large areas of grassland and rocky outcrops are also present. There are
numerous small sink holes in the forest and isolated mining trenches and caves in the
rocky areas. Vegetation is negligible but some areas of grassland can have thick
undergrowth (bracken/ferns).”
The start was deep in the forest all covered in pine needles.
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Figure 5 Waterval Start

We leant very quickly to avoid the areas of bracken.
And of course, the controls were well hidden on tree stumps!

Figure 6 Which Stump

Day 3 was Waterval South which is the southern section of the Waterval Map that was
used on Day 2. The event arena, start and finish were all reused from the day before
therefore the Big 5 O signpost wasn’t as important as the day before!
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Figure 7Signpost

The only part that was really the same was the run in from the last control on the
rocky outcrop to the finish which seemed just as hard on the second time

Figure 8 Run to finish
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Day 4 was London Plantation which was again on Forestry land and was in a hidden
valley at the headwaters of the Treur River. The Treur and Blyde Rivers join
downstream at the famous Bourke’s Luck Potholes, another tourist site.
To quote the event information “The forest plantation is in a valley bowl with steep
slopes on three sides. Runnability is generally very good, but some compartments
have recently been felled and brush cuttings remain on the ground, reducing
runnability. There is also an open area with significant historical sand and gold mining
works. Parts of the open area have notable bracken/ferns.” Runnable yes, steep most
definitely and also included a very boggy patch with very deep patches of stinking
marsh!

Figure 9 Marsh

Figure 10 Jessica flying into the finish
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The final day was the WRE Sprint down in Hazyview – and down in the altitude sense
as the town is on the lowveld and thus hotter and more humid. The event was held in
the Kruger Park Lodge and was a mix of golf course, roads, buildings with the odd herd
of impala thrown in.

Figure 11 Kruger Park Lodge

The finish was situated right next to a swimming pool which was relief to many of the
competitors!

Figure 12 Running past the pool
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Although none of us had fantastic runs and some were downright awful (including
falling into that really stinking marsh and someone going out with the wrong map) it
was brilliant to experience an international Orienteering event and Southern Africa was
beautiful.
So, onto the next major event – hmm, Big 5 O around New Year 2022 which is planned
for the Garden Route in the Eastern Cape? We visited Lesotho, KwaZulu-Natal,
Mpumulanga, the Kruger and Swaziland this time so why not the Cape next time??
Mind, the next Oceania champs is January 2021 just across the ditch so that might be
next!

*****

Cancellation of all orienteering events until June 9
Because of the ‘social distancing’ (surely it should be physical distancing) steps taken by our
government in reaction to the current viral pandemic, all organised orienteering events in Australia
have been cancelled at least until after the Queen’s Birthday weekend (June 8).
Sadly, this meant that Wallaringa’s March 30 event did not eventuate and the organising that had
taken place had to be undone. Nevertheless, the courses as set by Tyson Hillyard and checked by
Jenny Casanova are in the club’s files to be used at some stage in the future.
Please keep fit by any means you can. At the moment assemblies of 10 or fewer people are
permitted outdoors in SA (only 2 are recommended by the Commonwealth) as long as a 1.5 metre
exclusion zone is kept around each individual. Remember though that touching something that an
infectious person has previously touched also leads to spread of the disease.
Physically and mentally fit individuals are less likely to suffer from the serious forms of most
diseases, including the bug du jour.

Club History on our Website
The Wallaringa Orienteers history is on:
https://www.sa.orienteering.asn.au/clubs/wallaringa/history

